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SEGAL ALGEBRAS ON NON-ABELIAN GROUPS
BY

ERNST KOTZMANN AND HARALD RINDLER

Abstract. Let Sl(G) be a Segal algebra on a locally compact group. The

central functions of S '(G) are dense in the center of L\G). S\G) has

central approximate units iff G G [SIN]. This is a generalization of a result

of Reiter on the one hand and of Mosak on the other hand. The proofs

depend on the structure theorems of [S/JV]- and [W]-groups. In the second

part some new examples of Segal algebras are constructed. A locally

compact group is discrete or Abelian iff every Segal algebra is right-

invariant. As opposed to the results, the proofs are not quite obvious.

Let G be a locally compact group. LX(G) denotes the involutive Banach

algebra of classes of complex-valued functions on G integrable with respect to

the Haar measure. (For reasons of practice we do not distinguish between the

classes and the functions. We also write f(x) = g(x) instead of f(x) = g(x)

for a.e. x E G.) With C°(G), respectively K(G), we denote the continuous

functions vanishing at infinity, respectively, those with compact support. For

the characteristic function of a subset A C G vie write CA. For a closed

subgroup H of G it is known that G/H always has a quasi-invariant measure

[7, Chapter 8, §1]. The corresponding /J-space is denoted by LX(G/H). For

/ £ L\G) we define

r   f(x£)T«^=LiU^ **(jc)-*
where mH denotes the canonical morphism of G onto G/H, and where q is a

strictly positive continuous function on G satisfying

q(xy) = q(x)AH(y)Ac(y-x),       x E G,y E H

(AG [AH] denotes the Haar modules of G [FT]). THq is a linear operator of

L\G) onto L\G/H) with

IIWilier  f^Lx(G),   and   TH¡q{K(G)) = K(G/H).

G operates weakly continuously on LX(G) via the isometric operators Ay,y E

G, defined by
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V i*) =fiy-lx)qiy-xx)/q(x),      f ELX(G/H).

We have

r^L/- kyTHJ,      f G V(G),y E G,

where 7j,/(x) = f(y ~'x). A detailed study of THq is given in [7, Chapter 3,

§§1,2].
Let S X(G) always be a Segal algebra on G in the sense of [8], i.e.

(S,) SX(G) is a dense linear subspace of LX(G).

(Sj) S X(G) is a Banach space with respect to a norm || ||s satisfying

ll/IU>ll/llI,/es,(G).
(S3) y-*I-y is a weakly continuous representation of G by isometric

operators on SX(G).

In particular, it follows that SX(G) is a left ideal in MX(G), the involutive

Banach algebra of all bounded measures on G. A detailed study of Segal

algebras is given in [8].

We briefly recall the classes of locally compact groups that we will need. B

is always a subgroup of Aut(G), the group of all continuous automorphisms,

containing all inner automorphisms.

[IN]B: G contains a compact, 5-invariant neighbourhood of the identity.

[SIN]B: G contains a fundamental system of 5-invariant neighbourhoods

of the identity.

[FIA]B : B is precompact in Aut(G).

If B is the subgroup of all inner automorphisms, we write [77V], [577V],

[FIAT. The reader can find a detailed discussion in [1]. In general, the

notation of [7] is used in this paper.

Analogously to the paper [6] of Mosak we characterize the class [SIN] by

the existence of central approximate units in a Segal algebra. In contrast to

the case L\G) it is not trivial that there must always exist central approxi-

mate units in any given Segal algebra. This result also complements partially

that of Reiter, who considered special Segal algebras on compact groups [8,

§ 17, Theorem 1].

Theorem 1. The following statements are equivalent:

(a) G G [S77V].
(b) S '(G) has multiple approximate units contained in the center of S ](G).

Remark. In the proof of (a) =*• (b) we construct multiple approximate units

of central functions which are even bounded in Ll(G). Therefore, Theorem 1

of [8, §9], formulated for right ideals, is true for every Segal algebra on a

[577V]-group.

Proof. (b)=»(a) Let (ua)aeA be multiple approximate units of S '(G). For

x # e, the operator Lx cannot reduce to identity on (ua)aeA because SX(G) is
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dense in LX(G). We repeat the arguments of [6] to prove G £ [SIN].

We write Z X(G) [ZS(G)] for the center of LX(G) [S l(G)].

(a)=*(b) From [1, (2.13) Theorem] we obtain that G contains an open,

normal subgroup H = V X K, where F is a vector group and K is a compact

group, such that H E [FIA]g (B denotes the group of the inner

automorphisms of G restricted to H). Moreover, we may assume that both V

and K are F-invariant [1, (1.1) Theorem]. For a finite subset F c SX(G) and

e > 0, we can take u E ZX(G), supp u C H, u > 0, \\u\\x = 1, such that

0) \\u*f-f\\s<e/2,      fEF,

holds; this follows from (S3) and [6]. If we can find a v £ ZS(G) with

(2) \\u-v\\x<e/2M,   M = max{||./l|J/£F},   \\v\\x= 1.

(1) and (2) yield

\\°*f-ñs<e>   fEF-

We consider « as an element of L\H). It follows from [11, Theorem 3] that

we can approximate u by functions of the form w = 2*_i/„ ® Xn> where

/„ £ LX(V) with/, E K(V), 1 < n < N, and x„, 1< n < N, are characters

of K (see [7, Chapter 5, §4.1(1)] and [10, p. 85]). Since B is precompact in
Aut H, we can form

w* = I Saw da,
JB~

where Saw(x) = w(ax), a E B". Since B~ is compact and the Fourier trans-

form of w has compact support, we have w# = 2^_i gOT®Xm> where

gm £ L\V) with gm E K(V). For e = t ® 2£_, x„ with f £ K(V) and

f(V) = 1, v E U i<m<Af supp gm, we have e* * w#= w# (here the convo-

lution is that of L\G)). Since \\u - w#\\x < \\u - w\\x holds, the proof is

finished by the following:

Lemma 1. Let SX(G) be a Segal algebra on a locally compact group G, and

let F be a subset of LX(G). If there exists an element e E Z\G) withf* e =/,

fEF, then there is an element e' E S l(G) with f * e' = f,f E F, in particu-

lar, F CS\G).

Proof. Take g £ Sl(G) with \\g - f?||, < 1 and set

e' = le+2{e-g)")*g
\        n>\ I

(here (e - g)n denotes the «th convolution product of e - g). Setting h = e +

2„>i(e-g)n, we obtain

(3) f*h-f*h*(e-g)=f*h*g.

On the other hand, the left side of (3) is equal to
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/* le + 2 (e - g)" - e* (e - g) - 2 (e - g)")
V n>l n>2 I

= f*(e + (e-g)-e*(e- g)) =/.

Remark. We de not know a direct proof of Theorem 1 without using

structure theorem of [1, (2.13)].

Let A be a closed subalgebra of Ll(G); it is not trivial whether [A n

S\G)\= A.

Theorem 2. 77ie center ZS(G) of every Segal algebra is dense in the center

Z\G) of LX(G).

Remarks, (i) It follows from [6], that G E [IN] iff Z'(G) =£ {0} for every

Segal algebra.
(ii) It is constructive to consider the theorem for the groups S3xR (53

is the symmetric group of order 6) and for the semidirect product R XSZ(2)

(Z(2) denotes the cyclic group of order 2). Even for these simple cases the

proof is not obvious. For example, let us discuss the second case G = R

X,Z(2). L\G) can be identified with L'(R) X L'(R) as a Banach space. A

simple computation shows that / G Z\G) iff /= (/„ 0), /, G LX(G) with

/i =/iV (/iv(*) =/i(*-1))- In general, it is not true that (/„/^ G S\G)

implies (/„ 0) G S\G) (even for the direct product Z(2) X R we can take

5'(G)={(/„/2)|/„ f2EL\G), /, + f2 E L'(R)} as a counterexample).

Moreover, (/„ 0) G S \G) does not imply (/,v, 0) G S \G) [3, p. 181].

Proof. We can restrict our attention to the case G E [IN]. Since ZS(G) =

ZX(G) n SX(G) holds, we may assume that Z\G) ¥= {0}-otherwise there is

nothing to prove. But then G belongs to [77V] [6].

We may even assume that G G [577V]. If G G [77V], there is a compact

normal subgroup K such that G/K E [SIN] [1, (2.3) Theorem]. Moreover,

the center ZX(G/K) of LX(G/K) is isometrically isomorphic to ZX(G) via

/-»/ ° TTK,f E LX(G/K), where irK is the canonical homomorphism of G on

G/K. Since /G5'(G) implies mK*fESx(G), where mK is the Haar

measure of K, and since g G ZX(G) implies mK * g = g ° irK, we need only

consider the case G E [SIN].

Let/ G Z '(G), e > 0. We choose g E S\G) with

(4) ||/-*«,<«■

By Theorem 1 there exists u G ZS(G), \\u\\x < K (K is a independent

constant; see Remark at Theorem 1) with

(5) ||g*u-g||s<e.

Now, (4) and (5) imply that

l|/*"->]|.<H.I|/-5||.+ll^*«-^ll.+ll/-^ll.<(2 + ̂ )e
holds.
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Remarks, (i) It follows from [5, p. 149] that the center of LX(G) is

isometrically isomorphic to the center of the group algebra of an [FIA]B

group. We do not see any way to simplify the last proof using this fact, i.e. to

prove the theorem without using Theorem (2.13) of [1]. However, the result of

Theorem 2 is independent of group structure. It would be of interest if

Theorem 2 is true for general dense Banach ideals.

(ii) Analogously to [4] we can prove: The following statements are equiva-

lent:

(a) G £ [FIA]'.
(b) For every Segal algebra S X(G) the closed two-sided ideal S°(G) =

{f\f E SX(G), ¡f=0) has multiple approximate units belonging to the

center of S°(G). The proof is the same as in [3], using Theorems 1 and 2.

If G is a discrete or locally compact Abelian group, every Segal algebra is

invariant under the right translation operators Ry,y E G, where

Ryf(x)=f{xy-i)AG{y-x),      gELx(G).

(For discrete G, LX(G) is a Banach algebra with unit; therefore, there does

not exist any dense left ideal except Ll(G).) B. E. Johnson constructs

non-right-invariant Segal algebras on very special groups in [3, p. 182].

Constructing some new examples of Segal algebras, especially such, which are

not-right-invariant, by the way, we have the following:

Theorem 3. The following statements are equivalent:

(a) G is discrete or Abelian.

(b) Every Segal algebra is right invariant.

The proof (a) => (b) is trivial. To prove (b) => (a) we construct on every

locally compact group, which is neither discrete nor Abelian, a non-right-

invariant Segal algebra.

Definition. Let H be a closed (not necessarily normal) subgroup of G. A

dense linear subspace SX(G/H) is called a Segal module, if the following

conditions are fulfilled:

(i) SX(G/H) is a Banach space with respect ot a norm || ||¿ such that

ll/lli<ll/ll5./es1(G///).
(ii) SX(G/H) is invariant under /\y,y E G and y -» f\J is a continuous

function of G in SX(G/H) for every/ £ S\G/H).

(iiï)\\ Ayf\\s = \\f\\sJeSx(G/H).
Examples, (a) If H is normal, S l(G/H) is a Segal algebra.

(b) If G/H has an invariant measure, L1 n L"(G/H), 1 <p < oo, and

Lx n C°(G/H) are Segal modules with the norms ||/||¿ = ||/||, + ||/||,,

respectively, ||/||¿ = ||/||, + ||/|L.
(c) We write /' for the Banach space of all complex-valued absolutely
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summable sequences a = (a„)n>, with the usual norm ||a||, = 2|a„|. Let g ¥= 0

be a positive function of K(G/H). Consider the functions/on G/77 such

that there exist a G Z1 andy„ E G,n > 1, with

(6) \fix)\<2anAJ(x),      x G G/77.

Setting 11/11 w = inf{||a||,|a G /' satisfying (6)},/ G K(G/H), the completion
W\G/H) of K(G/H) under the norm || || w forms a Segal module.1

Proposition 1. Let SX(G/H) be a Segal module. T¡¡xq(Sx(G/H)) is a Segal

algebra on G with the norm \\f\\s = ||/||, + \\THJ\\à,j E Tf¡x(Sx(G/H)).

Proof. This is a straightforward calculation left to the reader.

Remark. Let G be the "ax + ¿"-group, i.e. the semidirect product of R

with R$., and 77 = R% (one can also take the semidirect product of thep-adic

numbers Qp with Z and choose 77 = Z). For every Segal algebra 5'(G) we

obtain THq(Sx(G)) = LX(G/H); in particular, from Proposition 1 it follows

that L\G/H) is the only Segal module on G/77.

We have G/77 as R, and the relatively invariant measure on G/77 is the

Lebesgue measure on R. An easy calculation shows that

Aj (x) - a-xf(-a-xa + a~xx),   x G R,y = (a, a) E G,f ELX(R),

holds. Therefore, 5'(R) = THq(Sl(G)) with the quotient norm is a Segal

algebra, on which the operators Afp, p > 0 (mJ(x) = pf(px), x ER, f E

L'(R)) acts as isometries. For fg - 1, g G 5'(R), (Mpg)p>0 are approximate

units bounded in 5'(R) (cf. [7, Chapter 1, §6.4,(8)]). Therefore, we get

5,(R) = L'(R)[8,p.42].
It should be mentioned that for G - Qp XSZ, SX(G/Z) = L\G/Z) and

SX(G/Qp) = L\G/Qp) for every Segal module.

Proposition 2. Let 77 be an open subgroup of G. Let SX(H) be a Segal

algebra on 77. (xa)aeA denotes a complete system of representatives of

G mod 77. For a G A letfa G L'(77) be defined by fa = (Lx-xf)\H.

Sl(G)=\f\fELx(G),faESx(H),aEA,and 2 \\fa\\sw < °°]
V aBA J

is a Segal algebra with the norm \\f\\s = 2aE/1 \\fa\\s\Hy

Proof. A routine computation shows that (S,) and (S^ are fulfilled. Since

for/ G Sx(G),y EG,aEA,we have

(7) (LJ^LJp   withy-1x„ = x/îr,(/3G,4,£G77),

it follows that S\G) is left invariant and \\L„f\\s = ||/||s. For/ G S\G),

'This example is due to H. G. Feichtinger (A characterization of Wiener's algebra on locally
compact groups, Arch. Math. 29 (1977), 136-140).
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v £ G, e > 0 there exists a finite subset F c A with

There is a neighbourhood V c H with

(9) 2||V«-/«IU»<eA    >'GF-

Since v -» xa~ xy ~ xxa is continuous, we take a neighbourhood ¿V such that

x-lU~lxa Q V. For y EU we obtain, by (7)-(9),

IV->!.<«■
Proposition 3. Lef G be a nondiscrete, Abelian group and U an open,

nontrivial subset of G. There exist a Segal algebra SX(G) andf E Sl(G) such

thatf>Cv(£S\G).

Proof. If G is connected, Proposition 3 is trivial (take S '(G) = L1 n

C°(G)). It suffices to prove Proposition 3 for the compact case (every locally

compact Abelian group has an open subgroup of the form R" x K, where K

is compact).

Case A. The support S of Cv is infinite. Define

Sx(G)=[f\fELx(G),^    ->|/(*)|<oo]
l £e¿i   \cu(x)\ )

and

M*-Wi+ 2   77-77^ |/W|
Ses   Ie" Wl

(compare [8, §5, (VII)]). Now take/(x) = 1, x E G.

Case B. The support S = {ym\l < m < M) of Cy is finite. Consider

Sx = S \ {<?}. There exists an infinite set A = {ân\n > 1} such that ymÂ,

0 < m < M (y0 = ê), are mutually disjoint (construct successively finite sets

Â„ Q Ân+X such that ymÂ„, 0 < m < M, are mutually disjoint, and set

À= Un>Ii„).Let

Sl(G)={g\gEL\G), 2  n2\g(ân)\<n)
V n>\ J

and

lls|U=ll*lli+2 »2|c?(á„)|,     g es1 {G).
n>l

Now take / £ LX(G) such that /|¿ = 0 holds, but /(-£, + aj =c^/2",

1 < m < M, n > 1, where cm «■ Cy(.ym), 1 < w < Af. Since
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ttui*) = 2 cj (-ym + x),      x G G,
m-l

wehave/-Cl/G51(G).

Proposition 4. Let G be Abelian and not discrete. For id ^ a G Aut G

/«ere a/ways ex/sft a 5ega/ algebra S '(G), w/w'cA w «or invariant under o, i.e.

there isanf G 5 "(G) w/rt 50 G 5'(G) (50/(x) = /(ax)).

Proof. Assume for the moment that there exists a discrete sequence

(â„)n>x in G tending to infinity such that

(10) ôân ¥= âm,       n, m > 1,

holds, where a denotes the continuous automorphism on G defined by

<x, ôx) = <o~'x, x>, x G G, x G G. Then take

5'(G) = {g|gGL'(G), 2«2|l(a„)|<«>}

with

l*l*-|*li+2»a|tW|.
Since {ôân|« > 1} is discrete and {â„\n > 1) is closed, we can find a

neighbourhood Vn of ôân, « > 1, which does not contain elements âk, k > 1,

or elements ôâk, k ^ », k > 1 (see (10)). Since LX(G) is regular, there exist

/„ G L\G) such that/n(âan) = 1, supp/fl c Vn, ||/||, < 1 hold for aU n > 1.

Set/ = 2n'%. We obtain/(á„) = 0, n > 1, hence/ G S\G), but 5^(3,,) =

«-2, n > 1, hence 5J G 5'(G).
The construction of a sequence with the properties above can be easily

given by induction (Since G is not compact, outside of every compact set

there always exists an element a with ôâ =£ à.)

Lemma 2. Let G be a nondiscrete and non-Abelian group. If there exists a

compact, open, Abelian, nonnormal subgroup 77, then there exists a non-right-

invariant Segal algebra on G.

Proof. Take for SX(G) a Segal algebra of the form in Proposition 2. There

exist an element y G G and a E A such that x„77y is not a left coset.

Therefore, we can choose ß EA with x„77y =£ xßH. We set xßU = xa77y n

x^77 ̂  0. Now, we take 0 *> f G 5 '(G) such that/y = 0,Y^a,y£^.We
obtain (Ryf)ß=faCu. Proposition 3 proves the existence of 5'(77) and

fa E S\H) such that/, • Cv G 5'(77).

Lemma 3. Let H be a closed, nonopen, nonnormal subgroup of G such that

G/H has an invariant measure. There exists a non-right-invariant Segal

algebra on G.
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Proof. Sx(G/H) = Lx n C°(G/H) * LX(G/H) is a Segal module. By

Proposition 1, SX(G) = Tf¡\Lx n C°(G/H)) is a Segal algebra. We take

y E G,h E H and a neighbourhood U of the identity such that

(11) UhnUyHy~x = 0

(H is not normal and, in particular, G is regular!). There exists / £ LX(G)

such that supp/ c U and / £ 5 '(G). Take a neighbourhood F c U and

/ £ L\G/H) with supp/ C ^(F) and/ £ S\G/H). We set

/(x) = f / ° *h(x)k(x)/THk o mH(x), x £ VH,

10,       jc £ F77,

where A: £ K+(G) with supp k c U and &(*) > 0, jc £ F. Take v and A such

that (10) is fulfilled. RJ-f belongs to ker TH [7, Chapter 8, §2.5]; in
particular, RJ-fE SX(G). If R^f E SX(G) or RJ E S\G) holds, the
proof is finished. On the other hand, if R^f £ SX(G) and RJ £ SX(G) hold,
it follows from (7) that we have

supp TH {Rfyf) n supp TH {Ryf) = 0.

Therefore RyfRJ - f) does not belong to S X(G).

Lemma 4. Let G be a unimodular group and H a closed, nonnormal subgroup

of G. There exists a non-right-invariant Segal algebra on G, if G is not discrete.

Proof. H being a union of monothetic groups, we may assume that H is

isomorphic to Z or is compact and Abelian [2, p. 85], in particular, H is

unimodular. If H is not open, one can use Lemma 3, since G/H has an

invariant measure (cf. [7, Chapter 8, §1.4]). If H is open, H must be compact

and Abelian. Now, Lemma 2 yields the result.

Lemma 5. Let G be a nonunimodular group. There exists a closed, nonnormal

subgroup in D = {x\x E G, AG(x) =1}.

Proof. Assume that every subgroup contained in D is normal. There exists

an open Lie-prqjective subgroup L = prqj lim L/Ka. Since Ka are compact,

consequently, Ka c D, we have G = prqj lim G/Ka; in particular, it follows

that there is a compact, normal subgroup K such that G/K is a nonuni-

modular Lie group. Therefore, we can restrict our attention to Lie groups.

For x £ D, N = HXD is a closed, normal subgroup of G, where Hx denotes

the closed subgroup generated by x. (N is normal, since G/D is Abelian; N is

closed, since N/D is isomorphic to Z.) From [7, Chapter 3, §3.6(4)], it follows

that N is not unimodular. We write Kmax for the maximal compact subgroup

of the connected component D0 of the identity in D. For any symmetric,

precompact neighbourhood Í7 c DQ, UKBax is a precompact neighbourhood

in D. For y E U\Kmia, we have z_xyz E {y~x,y), zEG. (Hy is not
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compact. This implies Hy s Z, but Aut Z consists only of two elements.)

Therefore, UKmax is invariant under the inner automorphisms, which implies

TV G [77V], in particular, TV is unimodular, a contradiction.

Proof of Theorem 3.

Case A. Assume that every closed subgroup is normal. From [9] it follows

that G contains an open, normal, Abelian subgroup of index 2, which does

not belong to the center of G. Therefore, there exists a nontrivial

automorphism on 77 induced by an inner automorphism of G; using Propo-

sitions 4 and 2, we obtain a Segal algebra SX(G) such that LyRy-iS1(G) ¥*

S '(G) holds, wherey is not contained in the centralizer of 77.

Case B. Assume that G contains a nonnormal, closed subgroup 77. We may

assume that G is not unimodular (see Lemma 4). By Lemma 5 we can choose

77 contained in D, in particular, G/77 has an invariant measure (cf. [7,

Chapter 8, §1.4]). If 77 is not open, use Lemma 3. If 77 is open, we can argue

as in Lemma 4.

Remarks, (i) In Case A of the proof above, we give a more explicit

construction of a non-right-invariant Segal algebra in the following way.

Since G = Hx A is the direct product of the quaternion group H with a

nondiscrete Abelian group A (cf. [9]), we consider LX(G) as L\Af, i.e. for

g G L\G) we write/= (fh)heH, where/, = f\{h)XA, h G H. Take any Segal

algebra 5 \A) -* LX(A) and define 5'(G) by

/ G 51 (g) ifffj + ifk,f-j + //_*,/_, + //„/, + //_„

/-i + íf-i»/i + IfiJk + tf-pf-k + ¡fj belong to Sx (A).

If we take g G SX(G) such that g_, = - igx = - g, = ig_x G SX(A), we

obtain

(R-jg)j+ ¡iR-jg)k= g-, + fe-, £ 5'04).

(ii) Let G = Z(qk) XsZp be the semidirect product of the cyclic group of

order qk with the p-adic integers, where p divides qk~\q — 1). Every

nontrivial subgroup of G is open (we cannot dispense with Lemma 2).
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